RESOURCES CONTROL BLOC:

a. **Functions**:
   - Responsible for making, implementing plans, organising, following up, controlling national resources and management of personnel subordinate to the Bloc.

b. **Organization**:
   - Department for Coordination of Resources Control.
   - Administration and Training Division.
   - Documents Research & Info Division
   - Research-Plans & Operation Division
   - River Patrol Division
   - River Patrol Forces
   - River Patrol Command
   - River Patrol Groups
   - Naval shops
   - Frog-men Inter Groups

FIELD POLICE BLOC:

a. **Functions**:
   - Provide support to intelligence operations, launch police operations to exterminate enemy armed units in order to hold in check their subversive scheme and sporadic acts of terrorism.
   - Strengthen security and reinforce local police units when required.
b. **Organization:**

- Bloc staff
- Detachment 816
- Detachment 222
- Detachment 333

**PERSONNEL AND TRAINING BLOC** (1 Department and 1 Separate Division)

**a. Functions:**

- Administer national police personnel, make research and replenish their strength according to technical requirements / local security.
- Set up project to increase their strength, study training plans for personnel at different levels, open technical training courses to form national police members.
- Recruit new members, organize exams to select National Police officer students at low and intermediate levels for training by the National Police Institute in order to become commanding cadres in the future.

b. **Organization:**

- Personnel Department
- Training Division
- Basic police training centers (Vung Tau - Danang)
- Tam Hiep Low-level training center
- Saigon Intermediate-level training center
- Dalat Basic & Field Police training inter-school
- National Police Institute

(In the future, the Personnel & Training Bloc plans to change the training Division into the Training Department and adds to it a Central Recruitment Division).

2.- SEPARATE UNITS SUBORDINATE TO THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND HIS DEPUTY.

- Chief of Director Office:
  - Check reports before submitting them to the Director General for approval.

- Secretariat:
  - Prepare reports or carry out top secret operations entrusted by the Director General.

- Correspondence Division:
  - Receive reports and letters from all over the country to the General Directorate of National Police.

- Communications Division:
  - Operate national communications network and administer telephone network of the General Directorate of National Police.

- Central technical Division:
  - Control special documents inland as well as those going abroad and documents going across VN.

- General studies & Inspection Department:
  - Responsible for general investigation of problems related to the Branch and on the spot inspection.

- Peace Department:
  - Responsible for Psychological Warfare and Social problems.
within National Police Franch.

- **Headquarters:**

  - Responsible for security and protection of National Installations, maintenance of public buildings and medical care to personnel of the General Directorate of National Police.

- **Con Son Special Service:**

3. **ORGANIZATION AT LOCAL LEVEL:** (chart B)

There exist 7 local Police Directorates, 56 Provincial Police Services, 5 Town Police Services, 302 District Police Stations and a number of Police Sub-Stations that vary with the requirements.

a. **Local Directorate of National Police.**

  - Motivate, control and coordinate every activity of Provincial Police Services within its area of concern.

b. **Local Directorate of National Police Headed by a Director with the assistance of a Deputy Director, consists of a number of technical Divisions directed by chiefs of Divisions.**

  a. **Provincial Police Service** is responsible for maintaining security and order within the province, motivating and controlling every activity of District Police Stations.

  b. **Provincial Police Service** is headed by a chief of Service having juridical police powers, with the assistance of two Deputies (Special Police and Police) and technical Divisions.

  - **District Police Station** is directed by a chief of Station having judiciary powers plus the assistance of Chiefs of Technical Sections.
- Police Sub-Station is directed by a Chief of Sub-Station with the assistance of Chief of Technical Sub-Sections. Especially Saigon Municipal Police Directorate (chart C) besides its divisions like other local police directorates, has other divisions as follows:

- Secretariat
- Administrative Police Division
- Operations Division
- Internal Service Division
- Communication Division
- Training Sub-Division
- Patrol Company

There are at least 12 Nat. Police Service:

- Traffic Police Service
- Airport Police Service
- Harbour Police Service
- Gia-Dinh Police Service
- Each Precinct within Saigon city has a Precinct Police Service

Police Stations of Inter-Blocks and Police Sub-Station of Blocks.

II. THE ROLE OF NATIONAL POLICE IN THE PRESENT PERIOD:

As you know, through many national Policies of ours such as:

Strategic Hamlets, Pacification program, Rural reconstruction, Revolutionary Development, the National Police have only played a modest role. Rural people usually imagine a Policeman as a Gov't representative who maintains order thru impositions of fines for petty offenses, collects taxes from buses, market sellers. But they never realize that the role of a Policeman
and is to maintain public security against robbery and destruction (namely all what concern the people’s individual safety and interests once the underground communists have been rooted out by the Army).

Most of our people live crowdly along Communication lines such as highways, rivers, arroyos. The hamlets is considered as a basic installation. But our present hamlets are not well-organized, so the Communists have not missed this good opportunity to penetrate and take advantage of them. They live among the people and consider them as their inexhaustible source of supply of manpower, materials and resources.

Failing in their aggression of South VN by political schemes, the VC now change their tactics, using force of arms to harass us. Every measure, no matter how mean and cruel it may be, has been used by them to attain their objective. Their immediate objective is to eliminate every govt control over rural areas in order to form there a Communist infra-structure. Finally they aim to overthrow South VN legal government for the integration of SVN territory into the communist bloc.

What are the mission of a policeman towards the people from cities to rural areas? We can generally put it as follows:

- Control resources: After pacification operations, rural people are gathered into new hamlets and new resettlement centers. The mission of a policeman then is to exert their control over the people to prevent any communist penetration and especially to control resources so that the communists cannot take hold of them.

- Enforce laws and order

- Prevent subversive activities and preserve public security
- Coordinate with the Army and RD Cadres to discover and annihilate VC infra-structures.

In order to carry out properly our mission, especially in rural areas where the communist influence is most intensive, we have to set up the following criteria:

**Guide lines**

- Emphasize more on education than punishment, arouse psychological effects among the masses.
- Aim at gaining the people's sympathy to create the indispensable factors for final victory.
- Attach importance to the slogan "Police are the people's friends" in order to have substantial support from the people.

**Training and Self-Training.**

- Educate police personnel so that they may realize their missions towards the people.
- Improve manners and behavior to suit the revolutionary movement.
- Stamp out corruption and bribery to revamp the National Police Organization.

**III. NATIONAL POLICE INFRA-STRUCTURE'S HELP TO RURAL PEOPLE.**

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In this frontless war, the VC have penetrated everywhere, from rural areas to carry out their subversive scheme on every front: political, military, economic, and at the same time by all means they try to win over the people to support them.

At the present time, in rural areas as well as in cities, a number
of legal, semi-legal and illegal VC have penetrated or established contact
with the people to harass our rear base.

The Gov't policy of "gathering the people to form new hamlets" aims
at providing the people with opportunities for collective activities and
with a sense of self-defense against the Communist penetration and subver-
sion. It is most important to control and isolate the VC guerrilla elements
and underground cadres from the Bloc of honest people in villages.

For that reason, the presence of National Police in rural areas is
important, not only psychologically but also practi决策. They must coopera-
rate with the RD groups to protect villages against VC sporadic aggressions.
So Field Police companies are responsible for driving away the enemy, the
Judiciary Police for investigating and preventing violations of law; Spe-
cial Police for conducting a census and classification of the people.
Resources Control Police for blocking the enemy economic activities.

**Field Police:**

Field Police is a newly established force of National Police and
also an active element to have participated in the pacification and RD
programs of the government. Field Police is formed at the same time with
those programs and entrusted with specific missions as follows:

- Maintain security and order in areas which are within the compen-
tence and responsibility of the National Police.
- To conduct police operations for maintaining a constant patrol
and ambush that are to curb all VC sporadic actions in the assigned area,
- To support the police, law courts and Resources Control in
their tasks.
- To support local authorities in the re-installation of administrative structures in newly pacified zones.

- To crush violent actions which damage our public order and National security.

The objectives of Field Police's activities must be closely coordinated with the RD programs.

Let us consider the case of a certain province:

We note that it is composed of 5 Districts in all, among which:

- One is the most secure thanks to the control of local authorities with the assistance of the National Police.
- Another is under the Reds' control.
- The 3 other remaining ones are under contested conditions. The local authorities only have by day a control over the people who fall by night into the VC's grip which keeps them in a constant state of insecurity thru terrorism and destruction. (See sketch map)

In consideration of the above situation we see that:

1. The secure district would have its laws enforced, its public order kept by policemen in uniforms.

2. The district under Red control will be target of the ARVN's operations for reoccupation purpose enabling us to restore the Nationalist government.

3. The 3 last districts will be covered by Field police with the help of National police who have to sweep out all VC infra-structures still in underground activities to help RD cadres fulfil their duties.

In such a way the Government structures would suffer no more/
of attacks, the people no more terrorism and assassinations. They will contribute more efforts to the New life program and make national resources in rural areas more abundant.

**Special Policies:**

It is imperative by now to isolate the VC from good elements of our citizenry by a tight control and classification of it. Population census is one of the most vital actions which help organs in charge to distinguish our enemies from the other inhabitants. This destruction enables us to suppress the former; to educate, organize and guide the latter effectively when having a firm hold of the enemy situation we can:

- Have the initiative of action and face the enemies under all circumstances to maintain the security in villages and hamlets as well as in towns.
- Create favorable conditions to mass-groups which are of use in all fields.
- Discover elements of good will to them turn into main core of our infra-structures (Admin. cadres and intelligence agents...)

In order to reach the above objectives the Special police must resort to measures and programs of somewhat technical in nature as follows:

A.- Population census:

1.** Classification**:

In the security concern we can classify the population into the following:

- Elements of good will
- Fence sitting escapists
- Having relations with the VC with attention paid to:
- Dissatisfied elements
- Hoodlums and crooks

2. **Classifying method:**

   For best efficiency, a classification census must proceed as follows:

   - **Sudden Id-checks** (of family census cards) especially in towns to discover illegal residents who are to be sent back home, detained or put under surveillance (cases of dangerous elements).
   - Declaration of properties (attached to family census cards)
   - Set up personal records with past activities for individuals aged 15 and up.
   - Family photos

B. **Organization of Intelligence services and Thought reforms:**

   In order to have a good understanding of the enemy situation in view of timely counter measures each NLH or town must have an intelligence agency which is:

   - either a superficial structure
   - or a structure in depth

1. **Superficial structure:** Build up by mass-groups, by Chiefs of Hamlets, sub-hamlets and inter-blocks and planted into associations, inter-families for the census and controls of the population in view of a grasp of the general situation, this kind of people's intelligence depends on enthusiastic Anti-Red Youths.

2. **Structure in depth:** organized by Police Members, by Stations
and Sub-Stations of National Police. This kind of fifth columnists penetrate deep into the enemy structures to get aware of their internal situation.

Agents of the above structures must be selected carefully, well trained, closely guided, secretly recruited. They have in view a lot of immediate actions to do:

- In addition to the propaganda and information activities, hold many meetings in hamlets and sub-hamlets to guide people in the study of the government's policy and purpose.

- Rebuild infra-structure by a review of the inter-family system which is to be ameliorated (parallelly with social reforms)

**Resource Control Police:**

Cunning and profiteering, the VC mixed up themselves among our people to organize their Economic financial agencies for logistics and supplies of man power, materials, foodstuff. The resources they acquire by illegal coercion and confiscation from rural folks thru intermediary racketeers who, lured by profit, have provided the enemy zones with means and ways to sustain their protected aggressions.

To curb VC's means of supplies for the preservation of our national wealth the Resources Control Program has therefore come into existence with the National Police playing an active part in it.

It means to manage and regulate the exploitation, production, transportation and consumption of different resources as well as the use of National man power and production in order to keep them from VC's hands.

In the present RD program, our NLH policy aiming at breaking up all
means of liaison and supplies between our people and the VC guerillas has been backed and completed by the resources control. They both operate in support of our military plans by means of the following processes:

1. Plastic-sheathed ID cards:

   It is well known that the distribution of these plastics sheathed ID cards to citizens of 18 and up, have resulted in:

   a. Causing to full time VC cadres and new VC penetration cadres many troubles in their movements.

   b. Making known to the Government the total quantity of helpful man power to be classified into categories for proper use.

   c. Keeping a firm control of youths who have defected to the enemies.

   d. Helping the juridical branch in their researches of law-breakers.

Recently, for a maximum efficacy, it has been planned to issue also ID cards to youngsters aged 15 and up because:

   a. The VC strength runs so short after their recent clashes with the US and VN forces that they draft even teen agers for reinforcing their armies. Therefore this measure helps up check our youths.

   b. Experiences show that individuals of 18 differ very little from those of 20 or 21, therefore draftable youths diminish their age when asking for ID cards in order to dodge military service. This new distribution would check up draft dodging and help oneserving man power for the ARVN.
Family census:

This process helps us have a tight control of man-power in nationalist areas, NLH and towns etc ..... in order to screen our ranks and identify the VC guerillas among our masses. When conducting a family census we can estimate the properties and assets of each family, therefore any excessive and groundless rise and fall in comparison with these estimates would arouse attention of men in charge to make them timely detect and stop all supplies to enemies.

The operation of family census consists of 2 simultaneous activities:

a. Making of family census booklets and photos:

This is intended to help local authorities have a firm hold of the population situation in their area in order to keep a good control over all traffics and movements then avoid the VC penetrations which endanger the security and order in hamlets.

b. Census cards:

The making of census cards constitutes the statistics of properties and political tendencies of residents' families in hamlets. It makes us well aware of hamlet production as well as crop and beast raising so as to have enough data to lay out plans for our supplying activities, land development, RD and to check or block the VC supplies.

Gentlemen,

We must admit courageously that we would cause lots of troubles to the people's daily lives with the above measures and programs of ours. But, in general, they are supposed to undergo sacrifices in exchange for a prosperous future and their security.
The RD program for 1967 promises many glorious achievements thanks to corrections of our mistakes and defects in 1966. If we succeed in our rural construction we will certainly win over Communism: The rural development determines the outcome of this war: Troops search and clear the enemies to pacify the countryside whose reconstruction is incumbent on us. Order and security must be maintained not only by policemen but also by RD cadres.

Let us bear in mind too, that policemen are not in a position to fulfill their mission without the people's assistance. They must cooperate actively to insure public safety by helping policemen hunt after the underground guerillas who infiltrate into our population to subvert our nation. Thus the countryside would reach its full development and communism its end.

I close here, Gentlemen.
### Organizational Chart of the National Police

#### Directorate General
- Chief of Director Office
- Gen. Studies & Inspection Dept
- Paywar Department
- Headquarters
- Deputy Director
- Secretariat
- Communications Division
- Central Technical Division
- Correspondence Division

#### Police Blocs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Police Bloc</th>
<th>Special Police Bloc</th>
<th>Administration Bloc</th>
<th>Resources Control Police Bloc</th>
<th>Field Police Bloc</th>
<th>Personnel Training Bloc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdictional</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Internal Political</td>
<td>Dept-Budget accounting/Coordination Dept</td>
<td>-Bloc Staff</td>
<td>Personnel Dept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>-Internal political</td>
<td>-Id-Arches</td>
<td>-Dept-Res-Central</td>
<td>-Detachment 816</td>
<td>-Training Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>-Operation Affairs</td>
<td>-Logistics</td>
<td>-River Patrol</td>
<td>-Detachment 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>-Support</td>
<td>-Criminal Identification</td>
<td>-Forces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>-Special Records</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>-Info Cross-check</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### National Police
- Basic Training Center of Rach-dan
- Low level training Center of Tam-Hiep
- Intermediate training Center in Saigon
- Capital Police Directorate
- Police Directorate of Northern, Southern, Central Lowland
- Capital Police Directorate
- Police Directorate of Central Highland
- Police Directorate of Eastern SVN

#### Personnel Training
- Joint Center of Basic training and Field Police
SHELLY ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF A LOCAL POLICE DIRECTORATE

Director

Deputy Director

Law enforcement Division

Police Division

Special Police Division

Administration Division

Coordination of resource Control Division

Provincial Police Service

District Police Station

Village Police Sub-Station

Town Police Service

Precinct Police Station

Inter block Police Sub-Station
LET'S WEAR THE BLACK!

Of all colors let's wear the black. For the Vietnamese, never turn back. To our dear country, bring the victory. And throw away fancy items. Rural people are tired of them. How popular is a black suit. People are starving! V. Os are lying! Let's stand up for a brighter life. Be proud and also. Together let's go. Under the black we won't forget. To brighten the life, To set up the peace, For our people in the hamlet.
Sing most rather than sing best (bis)
Then sing all your way, sing all your time
Sing the RD song (Marking the rythm)
Sing most rather than sing best (bis)
Sing loudly in chorus
Sing all and in common (Marking the rythm)

Sing for combat hamlets (bis)
Let us live together, let us live side by side
Bravely and without fear (Marking the rythm)
Sing for combat hamlets (bis)
Against slavery and against Old Ho (Marking the rythm)

Sing away hatred and division (bis)
Sing to your heart's content, sing your best
Sing away doubt and dissent (Marking the rythm)
Sing away hatred and division (bis)
Sing for love and hope
Sing everything off your chest (Marking the rythm)

Sing for all young and old (bis)
for all lads and lasses' hopes and beliefs
and make them trust in our strength (Marking the rythm)
Make the villagers remember
This Militia march song
This Rural folksong of self power

Sing for to morrow and the future (bis)
Sing for peace and joy
Sing for the sake of our dear VietNam (Marking the rythm)
Let us welcome the new crop (bis)
and sing in duet
all the sweet songs of Eternal love.
Let's build new hamlets with peasants for better life and future -
Together, we'll get out of stagnant water and swamp.
Let's build new hamlets - Promote the people's hearts -
Launch the "Emotional bridge" between the Government and people -
Try to bring peace to villages - Try to make the people have confidence in their bright future.
How splendid is our country - Brave people, let's go forwards for the sake of Happiness, Liberty, Justice and Charity -
Our country will be changed -
Brave men, a happy future is before you -
As cadres, you must motivate everyone to back up the Government -
Lead the people to Victory and return to peaceful life after all.
A BOWL OF RICE, i.e., A BOWL OF SWEAT
AND BLOOD

Music & Words: PHAM DUY

1.- With two good meals we are everyday on a full stomach
Do you know: "Thanks to whom we have our bowls of rice?
We all owe them to the peasantry who sweat blood over their fields.

2.- Full with these rice bowlfuls, we are grateful for life to this citizenship
Who works painfully day and night in the rain and in the sun
over poor paddies for winning them from the hard soil

3.- Swallowing these bowlfuls of rice, I think of the bowlfuls of blood our historic heroes shed to answer the call of our country.
These V.N.s sons and daughters had sacrificed their lives to save their nation and drive away the enemies.

4.- As long as our miseries do not come to an end and our land still trampled on by invaders, there is no peace to our country.
Then I swear by all the grains of rice I have eaten to sweep and kill all aggressors to revenge our trodden rice-fields.
CHI-LANG PASS

(The echoes are reporting closer and closer...)

Chi-Lang pass | Chi-Lang pass | The roar gets sky high
Chi-Lang pass | Chi-Lang pass | The fight is going on for ever

The dark stormy time unleashes their shrieking winds
that sweep thru the pine forests that groan and moan
in a heart-breaking and sky-rending mood.
Who is whining and wailing so tragically?
Is it the wind's roaring or the dead troops' war cries
Are their ghosts moaning or the breezes sighing?
The quivering sky seems to collapse in the repeated rolls of thunders.
All mounts and dales crash together in this earth quake.
May be the angry gods want to forecast their will thru this elements'

May be the dead national heroes express by that, their order to us
to rise up in arms.

Still resounding thru time and space, the gong strikes of troops'
advances have seemed from ever to enrapture our blood-drunk
fighters under streams of flags.
Many a victorious era had glorified Viet-Nam e.g. the Ly dynasty
driving away China's Tsong and our Dynasty of Le the Chinese Ming
out of our boundaries.

This reminds us of war horses running wild across battlefields
During drastic clashes of arms, fierce exchanges of fire
Following standard bearers who numberlessly died in their fatal advances
Alas ! Where are they now these heroes with their swords out of sheathes
Devoting their lives to the national salvation for making the history
of their country a long epic made out of their great determination
to conquer the South and invade the North,
Leading up by drum beats their fellow countrymen's marches.
DEAD WARRIORS' SOULS

by Luu-Huu-Phuc and Hoang-Mai-Luu

Who is crying in the silent night
The corpses of the two Trung Sisters' soldiers were lying in disorder
near the stream.
Whose sobs are heard in the air
It's the Vietnamese dead warriors' souls which are crying for their
country.
Death was found everywhere: Corpses fell down...
The silent air seems to give to the sobs of souls which are
bitterly crying for the two Trung Sisters' deaths.
Though they have died, their resentment against the aggressors still
exists
The roars of waves, the sounds of wind full of curses were heard with
the sounds of sworaks striking together.
The warriors have sworn to the bloody river to be determined in the
struggle against the aggressors even if their bodies may be smashed
to pieces.
Seeing the Chinese troops invading the country, they could not help crying
They are crying for the desperate state of the country.
He who loves his country should, for the sake of his race and for his
resentment, against the enemy, liberate the people from misery.
The Brave Vietnamese should offer their lives to their country.
Boldly rushing at the enemy, they swear not to let the latter live on
the same territory with them.
Young Men!
When the country is in danger, forget yourselves!
Use your eagerness and your pride for the salvation of your people.
The two Trung Sisters worked hard during three years to build up
the country.
And the people will never forget what these two heroines had done
for them.
For whom must the two heroines fight against the enemy?
It's for the salvation of the country that they had to sacrifice their
lives.
The water of the river the two sisters threw themselves in whirls
plaintively as if to earnestly call up the soul of the nation.
And the cries of the people over the country being in danger will
be heard forever on the Hat River.
Together let's pray for our sacred country!